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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A two-axis magnetic system for driving chart plotters 

and other devices. A marker carrying head floated on an 
air bearing over a platen with no mechanical inter 
connections. A plurality of electromagnets in the head 
and means for selectively energizing the electromagnets 
to move the head across the magnetic platen, and along 
both axes simultaneouly if desired. 

This invention relates to plottcrs and toV drive systems 
suitable for use with plotters and other positioning de 
vices. The system of the invention will be described 
initially as incorporated in a chart or graph plotting de 
vice but other applications will be readily apparent and 
some will be described. > 
.In a typical system, a picce'of paper is placed on a 

platen or plate member and a moving element or head 
member carrying a chart marker is moved over the paper. 
The chart marker may make a continuous line or an 
intermittent line or may be operated under the control of 
an external source making a mark as desired. A variety 
ot' chart markers is presently available and may be ultilized 
with the system of tho invention. 

It is an object of the invention to provide a new and 
improved system which is small, light and of low inertia. 
while having high resolution, accuracy and repeatability. 
A particular object is to provide such a system which may 
be used with any of a wide variety of signal sources. An 
additional object is to provide a system which may be en 
tirely digital in operation. A further object is to provide 
a system which may be analog, wholly or in part. 

It is an object of the invention to provide a new and 
improved system incorporating a magnetic drive for the 
movingr member and one requiring no mechanical con 
nections to the moving member. An additional object is tto 
provide such a system which does not require any posi 
tion feedback or followup information for its operation. 
Another object is to provide such a system which may 
utilize a feedback control if desired. 

lt is an object of the invention to provide a drive sys 
tern for use in plotters and the like, which system will 
provide the propulsion for-¿producing the relative motion 
between the members, the control of the relative posi 
tion ot‘ the two members, and restraint against rotation of 
one member relative to the other, all acting aiong each 
of two axes and independently of each other in response 
to input information. The input information may be digi~ 
tal in neutre with the motion occurring in discrete steps 
witch are repeatable and which may be made very small. 

lt is i object of the invention to provide a system for 
Contre ¿t rotative movement of two members incorporat 
ing a r‘ te member having1 at one surface thereof an al 
tern-ating :fut-ern of nonmngnetic material and magnetic 
material. 1». head member having first and second parallel 
sets of magnets aligned with the pattern, cach of the 
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2 
magnets having a pole face at a surface of the headmem 
ber positioned adjacent the plate member surface, with 
the sets having corresponding magnets, and means for 
selectively energizing corresponding magnets of the sets 
for producing relative movement between the members 
along the pattern. ' 

It is an object of the invention to provide a system 
for independent stepwise relative movement of two mem 
bers along two axes incorporating va plate member 'having 
at one surface'thereof a grid of nonmagnetic material en 
closing zones of magnetic material with the grid defining 
a first axis and a second axis in the plane of the surface, a 
head member having a first set of magnets aligned with 
the iìrst axis and a second set of magnets aligned ̀ with 
the second axis with each of the magnets having a pole 
face at a surface of the head member positioned adjacent 
the plate member surface, means for selectively energiz 
ing magnets of the ñrst set for producing relative move 
ment between the members along the first axis, and means 
for selectively energizing magnets of the second set for 
producing relative movement between the members along 
the second axis. ' 

It is a further object of the invention to provide such 
a system wherein the head member has a first tet of 
magnets aligned with the first axis, a second set o! magnets 
aligned with the second axis, a third set of magnets dlr 
posed parallel with the first ret, and a fourth ser of mug 
ncts disposed parallel with the second set, with the en» 
ergizing means selectively energizing corresponding mag 
nets of the tirst and third sets and corresponding magnets 
of the second and fourth sets for producing the relative 
movements. 

It is an object of the invention to provide such a system 
including a tool carrier for a chart marking pen or the 
like mounted on the head member. A further object is to 
provide such a system incorporating means for spacing 
the head member from the plate member, typically a fluid 
bearing comprising means defining at 'least one cavity at 
the surface of the head member and means for directing 
a stream of fluid under pressure into the cavity for out 
ward flow between the surface to the surrounding at 
mosphere. 

It is an object of the invention to provide a system in 
corpomting new and improved magnetic structures for 
precise control of the relative movement of the members 
and for providing very small and repeatable V.stepping in 
crements. An ~additional obiect is to provide such a sys 
tern wherein the sets of magnets may comprise various 
numbers of individual magnets as desired providing 'for 
various so-called multiphase operation, with the three 
magnet set and three-phase driving system being .presently 
preferred. A further object is to provide such a. system 
which may incorporate full-step operation and partial-step 
operation by varying the sequence in which the magnets 
of a set are energized and/orcthe magnitudes of the mag 
net energizing currents. ' ~ 

The invention contemplates the utilization'of a `plate 
member and a head member, with the head member sepa 
rate from and movable ’along a surface of the plate mem 
ber and with first and second pluralities of controlled elec 
tromagnetic elements in one of Said members and disposed 
along first and second axis, respectively. The system 
further contemplates means for energizing selected ele 
ments of the first plurality for producing forces between 
the members holding the members against relative move 
ment along the lirst axis and for changing the selected 
elements for producing forces between the memherspro 
ducing relative movement along the first axis, and similar 
independent means for energizing selected elements ol 
the secondary plurality for controlling relative movement 
along the second axis. 

Y The invention also comprises novel details 'of construc 
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ion and novel combinations and arrangements of parts, 
which will more fully appear in the course of the follow 
ng description. The drawings merely show and the de 
scription merely describes preferred embodiments of the 
present invention which are given by way of illustration 
or example. 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 'l is a perspective view of a preferred embodiment 

of the invention illustrated as a chart plotter; 
FIG. 2 is a bottom isometric view of the head member 

of the system of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 is a sectional view taken along the line 3-3 of 

FIG. 2'. FIGS. 4 and 5 are enlarged partial sectional views 
taken along the lines 4-4 and 5~5, respectively, of 
FIG. 2, showing the head member positioned over the 
plate member; 

FIG. 6 is a diagram of an electrical driving circuit for 
energizing the head member; 

FIG. 7~'is a view similar to that of FIG. 2 showing an 
alternative form of the head member; 

FIG. 8 is an enlarged isometric view of one of the mag 

nets of FIG. ‘7; 
FIG. 9 ,is a view similar to that of FIGS. 2 and7 show 

ing another alternative form of the head member; 
FIG. l0 is a partial sectional view taken along the line 

10-10 of FIG. 9; and 
FIG. l1 is a side view illustratingv another embodiment 

of the invention. - 
The system as illustrated in FIGS. 1-6 includes a plate 

member 10 and a head member 1l. The upper surface o! 
the plate member carries a grid 12 of nonmagaetic ma 
terial enclosing zones of magnetic material, with the grid 
defining first and second axes which normally are orthog 
onal. These axes are sometimes referred to as the X 

axis and the Y axis. 
Typically the plate member 10 may be a sheet 14 of 

ferromagnetic material such as iron, having a plurality 
of parallel grooves 15 formed therein, with one set of 
grooves normal to the X axis and another set of grooves 
normal to the Y axis. Zones or teeth of magnetic material 
16 project upward between the grooves. In the preferred 
structure illustrated in the drawings, the grooves are at 
right angles to each other and are equally spaced along 
both axes, leaving the projecting zones of magnetic ma 
terial of square cross section. In a typical structure, the 
grooves or slots 15 are .D30-inch wide and .D30-inch deep 
and are spaced .O30~inch apart along both axes. The 
grooves may be left open with ’the air serving as a non 
magneticA material, but it is preferred to lill the grooves 
with a plastic or other nonmagnetic solid to provide a 
smooth upper surface for the plate member. 

In a typical plotter, a sheet of paper 20 rests on the 
plate member 10 and the head member moves over the 
sheet 20. If desired, means may be provided for holding 
the paper in position 
bodiment is-illustrated in FIG. l. A manifold 21 is posi 
tioned on the underside of the plate member 10 and com 
municates with a plurality of openings 22 provided in the 
plate member. The openings i 
riphery of the grid 12 and may be interconnected by a 
channel 23 inthe upper surface of the plate member if de 
sited. Openings may„als6 be provided over the face of 
the grid if desired. A vacuum may be applied to the mani 
fold 21 via line 2.4 for holding the paper down against 
the upper surface of the plate member 10 . After a mark 
ing operation is completed, a slight pressure may be ap 
plied on the line 24 providing a lifting force on the 

sheet 20. 
The head member includes four sets 27. 28, 29, 30 of 

magnets mounted in a base 31 with the pole faces of the 
magnets at the surface of the base. In one form of con 
s :'uction, the base 31 may be a cast plastic member with 

¿z .. ‘ embedded therein with the magnet pole faces 32 
‘- _ im. „r .wrm-f». nf the base. such as is shown in FIG. 

on the plate member and ofte em-> 

22 may be around the pe-v 
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>faces is not limited to that illustrated. 

,s is the distance between the 

¿i 
face 32 has one or more ridges of magnetic 

o 3. Each pole 
material and preferably is provided with a pïpralia‘J 

spacing as the zones 16 

1 

m iig 
. 

ridges of the same width and 
magnetic material in the plate member. The set o? 
nets 27 and the set of magnets 29 are disposed p 
one of the axes oi the grid, say the X axis, and are 
to propel and position the head member along the X a. 
Similarly, the sets 28 and 30 are utilized to propel :rnd po 
sition the head member along the other axis, typically the 
Y axis. The sets of magnets may be identical in construc 
tion and set 27 is shown in FIG. 3 comprising an Irl-shaped 
core 33 (which could be an assembly ot lamination stamp 
ings) with a pole face 32 >at the end of each arm and with 
a coil 34 disposed about each> arm. A plate 35 oli magnetic 
material may be afiixed to the tops of the cores 33, as 
shown in FIG. 3, to act as back iron for the return ñux. 
The operation of the system is the same for motion along 
each axis and it may be operated to provide simultaneous 
motion along both axes to produce a diagonal motion or 
may be operated to provide motion along one axis and 
then along the other. Operation along one axis with the 
sets 21, 29 wm bè described in conjunction with F1os. 
4 and S, recognizing that operation along the other axis 
will be the same. i 

. Magnetic coupling is utilized between the head mem 
ber and the plate member for moving and positioning or 
restr ining the head member with respect to the plate 

' FIG. 4 illustrates the condition with the coil 
Vol? `the: B"r`nagnet of the set 27 energized and with the 
coils of the A and C magnets unencrgized, Under these 
conditions, the head member is moved to bring the ridges 
ot magnetic material in the pole face of the lt :magnet 
into alignment with the zones of magnetic material in 
the plate member. In the multiridge pole face illustrated, 
the spacing between the center lines ot the two adjacent 
vridges of the pole faces of the A and B magnets and 
the spacing between the center lines of the two ad 
jacent ridges of the pole faces of the B and C magnets 
is “V3 of the pitch of the grid on the plate member, where 
the pitch is the distance from the center line of one 
groove or one tooth to the center line of the next groove 

or tooth. '  

.It the C magnet is energized and the B magnet is de 
energized, the set of magnets will be moved to the right 
ils of the pitch to bring the pole face of the C magnet 
into alignmentwith the zones of magnetic material oE the 
platen or plate member. If the C magnet is now de 
ener’gized and the A magnet lis energized, the head mem 
ber will be moved to the right another 1/3 oi the pitch. 
De-energizing the A magnet and energizing the B magnet 
will move the head member to the right another'ï/s pitch 
bringing it back to the condition illustrated in FIG. 4. 
Ilî the B magnet is now cle-energized and the A magnet is 
energized, the head member, will be moved to the left 1/5 
pitch. Thus it is seen that the head member may be 
moved relative to the plate member in a stepwise manner 
by energizing the magnets of the set in ’the appropriate 
sequence. The three-magnet set illustrated requires three 
driving currents and is somtimes referred to as a three 
phase system. It should be noted that a four-phase or 
higher phase system could be utilized if desired. 

It should be noted that the spacing between the pole 
The system will 

operate with any spacing that satisfies the expression: 

:Muti/rp) 
where: 

or of adjacent or outer ridges of the pole faces of the 
mamets which are energized in sequence irl-the step 
ping operation, 

p is the pitch of the grid, 
n is an integer, l. 2, 3, . . ., and 
«j» is the number of phases of the system and i; greater 

than two. 

center lines of the pole faces" 
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Referring to FIG. 5, it should he noted that in the 
"ict set 29, the spacing between the centerlines of 

adjacent ridges of the pole lacesis 5/2 of the pitch 
il'lcsequence of the three magnets of the set is the 
e oi the sequence 0F, the three magnets of the set 27. 5 

liown in FIG. 4. The operation is the same as de 
ied in conjunction with FlG. 4. Consider the situation 
rc the magnets B, B' are energized initially. r[hen the 

r cnets B, B’ are cle-energized and the magnets A, A' 
ur: energized. This will cause both magnet sets to move 
to the left providing aiding forces for moving the head 
iember. li the sequence of magnets is the same in both 

sets, the spacing between the pole faces should be the same, 
that is, both should be pin-Hhs) or both should be 
p(n-1/¢1). Where a reverse sequence is utilized in one 
set, the spacing of one set should be pín-l-l/e) and the 
spacing of the other set should be p(nl/¢). In FIG. 4, 

10 

15 

dn_-=l, and in FIG. 5, n=2. 
The use of two sets of magnets disposed in parallel 

produces a balanced pair of tangential forces which act 
on the head member in the horizontal plane, and hence 
tend to eliminate a net torque about an axis normal to 
the plate when the head is stepping. The use of two sets 
also produces resisting torques tending to lock the head 
against rotation about the axis normal to the plate when 
the head is static. The use of the reverse‘sequence tends 
to eliminate torques acting on the head member about 
an axis parallel to the plate or pole faces. This is be 
cause the normal components oi attractive force are 
caused to act at points nearly eqnidistant and on oppo 
site sides of the centroid of the head member. 
A typical electrical driving circuit for one axis is 

shown in FIG. 6 and includes a'three-stage ring counter 
40 and amplifiers 41, 42, 43 which provide the current 
for energizing magnets AA', BB', and CC', respectively. 
The amplifier 41 will be energized when the counter 40 
is in the A stage, the amplifier 42 will be energized when 
the counter is in the B stage, and the amplifier 43 will 
be energized when the counter is in the C stage. A pulse 
on the +X input to the counter will advance the counter 
in the positive direction, i.e., from A stage to B stage 
or B stage to C stage or C stage to A stage. Similarly, 
a pulse on,the «X input will advance the counter in 
the opposite direction. 
Any suitable source may be utilized to provide the 

pulses to the counter input for driving the head mem 
ber relative to the plate member. 'Ihe system illustrated 
is completely digital in operation, with the head member 
advancing one step in the positive direction for each 
pulse on the plus input line and one step in the negative 
direction for each"pulse on the minus input line. In the 
embodiment being described, one step is equivalent to 
1/3 pitch. In an alternative arrangement, a so-called half 
Step operation can he achieved, in which each step `is 1/6 
pitch. In this mode of operation, the magnets of a. set’ 
are energized in the sequence A, AB, B, BC, C, CA, A, 
etc., producing movements per step one half that achieved 
with the sequence A, B, C. This half-step mode of op 
eration is readily achieved by modifying the logic cir 
cuits of the ring counter. 

Oth'er alternative arrangements may be utilized in 
higher phase systems. For example, in a five-phase system 
with magnets, A, B, C, D ~and E, the sequence A, 1B, C. 
D, E, A or the sequence A, AB, B, BC . . . may be 
used. The preferred sequence for magnet energization in 
n tive~phase system is AB, ABC, BC, BCD, CD, CDE, 
DE., DEA, EA, EAB, AB. This sequence provides sub 
stantinlly equal tangential forces for each step and also 
provides a reduction in normal force variations. Similar 
results may be achieved with the 2. 3, 2, 3, sequence in 
higher odd phase systems, such as seven and nine. 
Means ire usually provided for spacing the head mem 

l‘er from the plate member to prevent direct contact be 
lV-«rcn the members or between the head member and 
the paper resting on the plate member and therebyelimi 
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6 . 
nate friction forces between the two members. Various 
arrangements may be used, including fluid bearings, wheels 
or balls. ln the embodiment of FIGS. l-6, a cover 46 or 
housing is positioned over the magnets and engages the 
base 31 in sealing relation. A control line 47 is termi 
nated at the cover 46 by a coupling 48. The control ̀ line 
47 includes a conduit for a supply of liuid under pres 
sure into the housing 46 and a cable for the electrical 
connections to the magnets. The control line 47 pref-ì 
erably is a highly tiexible line which provides substantially 
no loading on the head member. A plurality of openings 
49 through the base 31 provides for air ilow from the 
interior of the head unit to the bottom surface thereof. 
Grooves 50 may be provided in the bottom surface of the 
base 31 linking the openings 49. Typically air will be used 
as the‘ñuid, but other gases and liquids may be utilized 
for different applications. 

` With this arrangement, there is a constant tiow of air 
through the control line 47 into the housing 46, through 
the openings 49 and outward to the atmosphere between 
the bottom surface of the head member and the top sur« 
face of the plate member. This air flow provides an air 
bearing between the two members. The attraction force 
provided by the magnetic coupling between the members 
and the repulsion force provided by the air bearing are 
balanced by appropriate adjustment of the air bearing 
orifice characteristics and the air supply pressure to main 
tain the head member at a substantially constant spacing 
above the plate member, typically ln the order of one to 
a few ‘thousandths of an inch. 
The air bearing spacing system may take various forms 

and one alternative embodiment is illustrated in FIG. 7. 
A cavity 53 a few thousandths of an inch deep is pro 
vided in the bottom face of the base 31 centrally posi 
tioned between the pole faces of the magnet. The air 
conduit in the control line 47 is branched into four sepa 
rate lines which terminate at four openings 54 positioned 
in the cavity S3. With this construction, there is no pres 
sure differential across the housing of the head member 
and problems of leakage are substantially eliminated. 

Referring again to FIG. l, an appropriate tool carrier 
57 is mounted on the head member 11 and typically may 
be disposed at one corner of the head member. The tool 
carrier is adapted for carrying a `tool for engaging the 
plate member or a sheet of material positioned on the 
plate member. A wide variety of devices is avaìlbale for 
this use and typically may comprise a marking pen with 
a solenoid for moving the pin into and out of engage 
lment with the chart paper. The electrical control for such 
a marking pen may be contained in the control line 41. 
An alternate form of magnet construction is also illus 

trated in the head of FIG. 7 and one magnet thereof is 
shown in greater detail in FIG. 8. Coils7 58, 59 are posi 
tioned on the arms of a Ulshaped armature 60, with the 
coils connected in series or in parallel to provide aiding 
flux in the core. Pole faces 61, 62 are carried at there 
spective ends of the Ushaped core 60 (which could be 
made of lamination stampings), the pole faces preferably 
being grooved in the same manner as the pole face 32 of 
FIG. 3, with the two pole faces spaced the widthiof one 
groove so that two pole faces 61, 62 provide a plurality 
of uniformly spa‘oed grooves and _lands or ridges. 
_ Another alternative construction for the head member 
1s illustrated in FIGS. 9 and l0 with the housing removed. 
The magnet construction may be in the form4 shown in 
FIGS. l-d’or in FIGS. 7 and 8, but with the coils and 
cores carried on a top member 65 and the pole faces car 

` ried in the base 31 with a small air gap between the cores 
and pole faces. The cores may have a wider-section 33a at 
the air gap. The top member 65 is supported from the 
base 31 by a ñexure support structure which may com 
prise a plurality of flexible rods 66, typically four rods 
disposed at the corners of the head member. The air bear 
ing spacing system of FIG. 7 may be utilized with two 
outlets` 54 in the cavity 53. The housing normally is car 
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riwtl on the top member 65. The tool carrier may be sup 
ported from the top member 65 or from the ’oase 3i, de» 

if’ lling upon the type of operation desired. 
basic purpose of the construction of FIG. 9 is to 
the stepping speed. Each time the head is caused 

to ep very large accelerations are produced. At very 
high steppimy rates the peak forces required to act on 
tit: head would be very large. lí, however, the mass that 
is acted upon directly is made small, such as the thin 
base plate 31, then the peak forces will be reduced by the 
ratio ot' the masses. Since it is not essential that the much 
larger mass of coils and cores be accelerated at the high 
rates of the base, the former can be coupled to the latter 
through flexible elastic elements. These are made flexible 
in the tangential direction and stiff in the support direc 
tion. Damping means may be used to prevent uncontrolled 
oscillations of the top relative to the base` 

Another alternative embodiment is illustrated diagram 
matically in FIG. 11 and includes the head member 11 
disposed above the plate member 10. A support sheet 
67 is positioned above the head member 11, and a fol 
lower unit 68 rests on the support sheet. Typically the 
support sheet 67 may l‘e a thin sheet of plastic or other 
nonmagnetic material while the follower unit 68 and the 
head member 11 have coacting permanent magnets there 
in tor coupling the follower unit to the head member. The 
iullower unit may incorporato a fluid bearing supplied in n 
line 69. Another tlultt bcnrlng muy bo utilized between the 
plate (i7 und the hond member l1 it desired. With this 
embodiment, the tool carrier may be mounted in the tol 
lower unit or at the corner thereof and the chart paper 
or other material to be marked may rest on the support 
plate 67. The structure of FIG. l1 is especially suited for 
a high performance plotter, some advantages of which 
are: (l) very small, light follower unit which could be 
easily removed and replaced; (2) excellent chart visibil« 
ity, including the option of back lighting through the sup 
port plate 67 (if translucent); (3) easy conversion to 
transform plotter into automatic or semi~automatic curve 
follower by replacing marker of unit 68 with optical 
pickup head; (4) high speed, high performance head mem 
ber 11. The efñciency of producing tangential forces by 
the pole face to plate relationship is greatly increased. Since 
there is no paper in the air gap between the head member 
11 and the plate member 1l), the total gap can be made of 
the order of l mil, or about 1/s the total gap if paper is 
interposed. . 

While the system of the invention has been described 
above as incorporating two sets of magnets -disposed in 
parallel for each axis of motion, the system may be uti 
lized with only one axis and two spaced parallel sets of 
magnets. In another alternative arrangement, the sys 
tem may be operated for two axes with only one set of 
magnets per axis. . 

While the invention has been described aboye in thc 
form of a horizontally disposed chart marking device, 
it is readily useful for other purposes and in other 
orientations. The system may be utilized to generate 
relative motion between the head member and the plate 
member for any functions which can be programmed. 
The plate member may be disposed vertically to provide 
for writing or drawing in a vertical plane. The entire 
system may be inverted with the head member restrained 
to provide motion of the plate member over the head 
member. With this arrangement, the plate member could 
carry a workpiece and the system could be utilized to 
digitally drive the workpiece past an operating station, 
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sazc'u as a machine tool cutting edge. The tool carrier, _ 
of course, may be utilized to carry a wide variety of 
tools in addition to a chart marking pen and one typical 
application is an engraving tool which may be utilized 
in conjunction with nonrnagnetic metals and other 
umlei‘iuls. 

Although exemplary embodiments ot the invention 
_liste been disclosed and discussed, it will be understood 

70 

8 
that other applications of the invention are possible and 
that the embodiments disclosed may be subjected to vari 
ous changes, modifications and substitutions without 
necessariiy departing from the spirit of the invention. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. In a system for controlling relative movement of 

two members along two axes, the combination of: 
a plate member; 
a head member separate from and movable along a 

surface of said plate member; 
a first plurality of controlled electromagnetic elements 

in only one of said members disposed along a ñrst 
axis; 

a'second pluarlity of controlled electromagnetic ele 
ments in said one member disposed along a second 
axis, with the other of said members having a layer 
of material providing a continuous magnetic path; 

means for energizing selected elements of said ñrstv 
plurality for producing forces between said members 
holding said members against relative movement 
along saidv lirst axis and for changing the selected ele 
inents for producing forces between said members 
producing relative movement along said first axis; 
and 

means for energizing selected elements of said second 
yplurality tor producing forces between said mem» 

'i bei; holding said members against relative move 
t vtraint along tutti «cond nxt» und for changing the 

selected elements to: producing forces between .salti 
membm producing relative movement along salti 
second axis. 

2. In a system for relative moveemnt of two mem 
bers along two’axesnhe combination of: _ ' 
a plate member having at one surface thereof a grid 

of nonmagnetic material enclosing zones of mag 
netic material, said grid defining a first axis and a 
second axis in the plane of said surface; 

a head member having a ñrst set of magnets aligned 
with said ñrst axis, a second set of magnets aligned 
with said second axis, a third set of magnets dis~ 
posed parallel with said ñrst set, and a fourth set 
of magnets disposed parallel with said second set, 

cach of said magnets having a pole face at a surface of 
said head member positioned adjacent said piate 
member surface, said first and third sets having 
corresponding magnets and said second and fourth 
sets having corresponding magnets; 

means for selectively energizing corresponding mag 
nets of said first and third sets for producing rela 
tive movement between said members along said 
ñrst axis; and , 

means for selectively energizing corresponding mag 
nets of said second and fourth sets for producing 
relative movement between said members along said 
second axis. 

3. A system as defined in claim 2 including a tool 
carrier mounted on said head member and having. means 
for carrying a tool directed toward said surface of said 
plate member. l 

4. ‘A system as defined in claim 2 including means 
for spacing said head member from said plate member. 

5. A system as defined in claim 4 wherein said spacing 
means comprises means defining at least one cavity at 
said surface of said ‘head member and means for directing 
a stream of >iluid under pressure into said cavity for 
outward flow between said surfaces.l 

6. A system as defined in claim 2 wherein the se 
quence of the magnets of said ñrst set is the reverse 
of the sequenct of the corresponding magnets of said 
.third se?. and the sequence of the magnets of said second 
set is the reverse of the sequence of the correspondiig 
magnets of the fourth set. . 

7. A system as def-‘med in calim 2 wherein the se 
quence ot the magnets of said first set is the reverse 



follower member and means for supporting said head 
follower member in parallel relation with said head 
member, said head member and head follower member 
including interacting magnetic coupling means for cou 
pling said members together so that the head follower 
member duplicates the movement of the head member. 

means tot' cnetgtzing magneti provides tot energizing 
the magnets of tt niet itt the sequence A, AB, D, 11C), 

, 

of the the sequence of the corresponding magnets of said 
third set and the sequence of the magnets of said second 
set is the reverse of the sequence of the corresponding 
magnets of the fourth set, and the spacing of one of said 
first and third sets and of one of said second and fourth 5 
sets, between the ccnterlines ot' pole faces of magnets 
in the energizing sequence, is p(n~|~l/rp) and the span» 
ing of the other of said first and third sets and of the 
other of said second and fourth sets is pfn-l/p) where 
n is any whole number, p is the pitch of the grid and 
qa is the number of phases of the system. 

10 

8. A system as defined in claim 2 wherein said head 
- member includes a first unit remote from said plate 
member and with the coils and cores of said sets of 
magnets carried thereon, a second unit adjacent said 

nplate member and with the pole faces of said sets of 
magnets carried thereon and flexible support means con 
pling said second unit to said first unit. 

15 

9. A system as defined in claim 2 including a head Y 
20 

25 
10. A system as defined in claim 2 in which said 

I means for energizing magnets provides for energizing the 
magnets ot a set one at a time. ` 

il. A system as, defined in claim 2 in which laid 

. .- ., where A, ß and C designata individual magnets. 
i2. In a system for relative movement of two members, 

the combination of: 
a plate member having at one surface thereof an al 

tcrnating pattern of nonmagnetic material and mag 
netic material; . 

a head member having ñrst and second parallel sets 
of magnets aligned with said pattern, each of said 
magnets having a pole face at a surface of said mem 
ber positioned adjacent said plate member surface, 
said sets having corresponding magnets; and 

means for selectively energizing corresponding magnets 
of said sets for producing relative movement between 
said members along said pattern. K 

13. A system as defined in claim 12 including means 

40 

for spacing said head member from said plate member 
comprising means defining at least one cavity at said 
surface of said head member and means for directing 
a stream of fluid under pressure into said cavity for out~ 
ward flow between said surfaces. 

50 

14. In a system for stepwise relative movement of 
two members along two axis, the combination of: 

a plate member having at one surface thereof a grid 
of nonmagnetic material enclosing zones of mag-l 55 
netic material, said Igrid defining a first axis and a 
second axis in the plane of said surface; 

a head member having a first set of magnets aligned 
with said first axis and a'second set of magnets 
aligned with said second axis, each of said magnets 
having a pole face at a surface of said head member 
positioned adjacent saidmlate member surface; 

means for selectively energizing magnets of said first 
set for producing relative movement between said 
members along said first axis; and 

means for selectively 'energizing magnets of said sec 
ond set for producing relative movement between 
said members along said second axis. _ 

in'. In a plotter for making charts and the like, the 

60 

65 

70 
combination of: 

t: plate member having at one surface thereof a grid 
of nonmagnetic material enclosing zones of magnetic 
material, said grid dcñning a first axis and a second 
axis in the plane of said surface; 75 
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a head member having a first set of magnets aligned 

with said first axis, a second set of magnets aligned 
with said secondaxîs, a third set of 'magnets dis 
posed parallel With said first set, and a fourth set of 
magnets disposed parallel with said second set, 

cach of said magnets having a pole face at a surface 
of said head member positioned adjacent said plate 
member surface, said first and third sets having cor 
responding magnets and said second and fourth 
sets having corresponding magnets, ~ 

said head member including means defining at least 
one cavity at said surface of said head member; 

means for directing a stream of fluid under pressure 
into said cavity for outward fiow between said sur 
faces; 

a chart marker carried on said head member positioned 
for marking on a chart resting on said one surface 
of said plate member; 

means for selectively energizing corresponding mag 
nets of said first and third sets for producing step 
wise relative movement between said members along 
saidxñrst axis; and 

means for selectively energizing corresponding magnets 
of said second and fourth sets for producing step~ 
Awise> relative movement between said members along 
said‘sccond axis. 

16. Afplotter as defined in claim 15 wherein said 
cavity iii centrally disposed in said surface of said head 
merinber with' said pale faces positioned around said 
cav ty. . 

17. A plotter tts defined in claim t6 wherein nach 'of 
said tats of magnets comprises three magasin, with 
the sequence at the magnets of tite third set being the 
reverse of the sequence of the magnets of the tìrst set 
and with the sequence of the magnets of the fourth set 
beingthe reverse of the sequence of the magnets of the 
second set. 

18. A plotter as defined in claim 15wherein said zones 
of magnetic material are substantially equally spaced 
along said axis and wherein each of said pole faces ex 
tends over a plurality of said zones, with each pole face 
having a plurality of rows of magnetic material spaced 
by nonmagnetic material, with the spacing of said rows 
substantially ’the same as ~the spacing of said zones. 

19. A system as defined in claim 2 in which said 
means for energizing provides for energizing the magnets 
of a set in the sequence AB, ABC, BC, BCD, CD, CDE, 
DE . . .,'twhere A, B, C, D and E. designate individual 
magnets. 

20. In a plotter for making charts and the like, the 
combination of: 

a first plate member having at one surface thereof a grid 
of nonmagnetic material >enclosing zones of magnetic 
material, said rgrid defining a first axis and a second 
axis in theplane of said surface; 

a second plate member disposed in spaced relation 
with said first plate member; 

a head member having a first set of magnets aligned 
with said first axis, a second set of magnets aligned 
with said second axis, a third set of magnets dis 
posed parallel with said‘first set, and a fourth set of 
magnets disposed parallel with said second set, 

each of said magnets having a pole face at a vfirst 
surface Vof said head member positioned adjacent 
said first plate member surface, said iirst and third 
sets having corresponding magnets and said second 
and fourth sets having corresponding magnets, 

with said head member disposed between said plate 
members and including means defining at least one 
cavity at said ñrst surface and at a surface opposite 
said first surface; 

a head >follower member including means defining at 
least one cavity at a surface thereof' and disposed 
adiacent said second plate member; 
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ing at least one element for interacting magnetically 
with the grid structure of the first member to provide 
a rlisphuetnent of the first member relative to the 
seco/ul member along the second axis, the elements 
ln the third means being displaced relative to cach 
other and to the grid structure of the first member 
to provide for the displacement of the second tnern~ 
ber relative to the first member along the second 
axis. 

27. In the system set forth in claim 26: 
the first and second members being planar and being 

disposed in contiguous relationship to each other. 
28. In the system set forth in claim 26: 
the first member having magnetic characteristics the 

second means including first windings selectively 
energized for obtaining a magnetic interaction of 
the ,ñrst means with the ßrst member to produce a 
force for displacements between the first and sec 
ond members along the first axis when selectively 
energized and the third means including second 
windings selectively energized for obtaining a mag~ 
netic interaction of the second means with the first 
member to produce a force for displacements be 
tween the first and second members along the second 
axis when selectively energized. 

29. ln a system for providing a controlled relative 
movement between two members along ?rtt and second 
t-„nnllnnte ares, the combination of: 

n first member, ' 
n second member spaced from the first member tutti 
movable relative to the ,first member along first and 
second coordinate axes and including first magnetic 
means for interacting magnetically with the first 
member to drive the second member relative to the 
first member only along the first axis and including 
second magnetic means for interacting magnetically 
1..'th the first member to drive the secondv member, 
independently of but simultaneously with the opera 
tion of the first means, relative to the first member 
only along the second axis and inhibiting rotation of 
the second member relative to the first member 
about an axis substantially normal to a surface de 
fined by the first and second axes, 

third means for providing for a selective energizing 
of the first means to obtain a selective driving of 
the second member relative to the first member 
along the first axis, and 

fourth means for providing for a selective energiz 
ing of the second means to obtain a selective driv 
ing of the second member relative to the first mem 
ber along the second axis. 

30. In the system set forth in claim 29: 
the first member being in the form of a grid and the 

?rst and second members being constructed to pro 
vide simultaneous but independent movements of the 
second member relative to the first member alo'ngl 
the first and second coordinate axes. 

31. In the system set forth in claim 29: 
the first and second members being planar and being 
disposed in contiguous relationship to each other. 
32. In the system set forth in claim 29.' 
the first magnetic means being magnetically inter 

active with tite first member for providing for the 
determination of the position of the second member 
relative to the first memben alo'ng the first axis while 
driving the second member relative to the first mem 
ber along the first axis and the second magnetic 
means being magnetically interactive with the first 
member for providing for the determination of the 
position of the second member relative to the first 
member along the second axis while driving the sec 
ond member relative to the first member along the 
seco/nl axis. 

33. In the sys-:enz set forth in claim 30: 
the first member being in the form of a magnetic grid 
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a'nd the ñrst and second magnetic means in the sec 
ond member being constructed with magnetic prop 
erties for cooperation with the magnetic grid to 
provide displacements along the first and second 
coordinate axes anti the third and fourth mea’ns rtf» 
spectlvely including first and second windings rt!n 
spectlvely coupled magnetically to the first and seca 
and magnetic means. ` 

34. In the system set forth in claim 29: 
the first and second members having magnetic prop 

erties and the first magnetic means and the second 
magnetic means being operative magnetically upon 
the second member to aß‘ect the magnetic properties 
of the second member and, in accordance with the 
magnetic interaction between the first and second 
members, the magnetic properties of the first mem 
ber to obtain a driving of the second member relative 
to obtainy a driving of the second member relative to 
the first member along the first and second axes. 

35. In a system for providing a controlled relative 
movement between two members along first and seco'nd 
coordinate axes, the combination of: ' 

a ?rst member, _ ` 
a second member spaced from the first member and 
movable relative to the first member along the ?rst 
and second coordinate ares dnd including first mag 
nella means for producing a magnetic interaction 
with the first member to ̀ drive the second member 
rela! c to the ßrst member along the first asis amt 
for s multansetttly providing for a tietennlmtrtnn _nf 
the position of thstvccntt member relative m the 
first member along the first esta and fun/ter including 
second magnetic means for producing a magnetic 
interaction with the first member to drive the second 
member relative to the first member along the sec» 
ond axis simultaneously with the drive of the second 
member relative to the first member along the first 
axis and for simultaneously providing for a determi 
nation of the position of the second member rela» 
tive to the first ‘member alo'ng the second axis, 

third means for providing for a selective energizing 
of the first magnetic means to obtain a selective driv 
ing of the second member relative to the first member 
along the first axis, and 

fourth means for providing for a selective energizing 
of the secondvmagnetic means torobtain a selective 
driving of the second member relative to the first 
member along the second axis. 

36. In the system‘set forth in claim 35: 
the first and seco'nd members being constructed to 

provide simultaneous but independent movements 
of the first member relative to the second member 
along the first and second coordinate axes. 

37. In the system set forth in claim 35: 
the first member being in the form of a magnetic grid 
‘ and the first and second means being provided with 

magnetic properties and being disposed for magnetic 
cooperation with the first member to provide arbitrary 
movements along the first and seco'nd axes and the 
third 'and fourth means respectively including ßrst 
and second windings respectively coupled magnet 
ically tofthe first and seco'nd magnetic means. 

38. In the system set forth in claim 35: 
the firstand second members being planar and being 

disposed in contiguous relationship to each other. 
39. In a system for providing a controlled relative 

movement between two members along first’and second 
coordinate areas, the combination of: 

a first member, 
a second member disposed relative -to tlze first 'member 

for independent movement relative to the first mem 
ber along the first and second coordinate axes, the 
first and second members being constructed to pro~ 
víde for an indication of the position of the first and 
second members relative to each other along the 
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first and second coordinate axes in accordance with 
the movements of the ?rst member relative to the 
second member along theîrst and second coordinate 
axes, 

first magnetic means disposed on the second member 
and selectively' energizable for producing a magnetic~ 
force between the first and second members to pro 
via'e an independent movement of the second mem 
ber relative to the first member along the first axis, 

second magnetic means disposed on the second mem 
ber and selectively energl'zable for producing a mag 
netic force between the first and second members to 
provide an independent movement of the second 
member relative to the first member alqng the second 
axis simultaneously with the movement'iof the second 
member relative to the first member along the first 
axis, 

third means for selectively energizing the first magnetic 
means, and 

fourth means for selectively energizing the second mag 
netic means. 

«tbl In the system set forth in claim 39.' 
the first and second members being constructed rela 

tive to each other to provide discrete movements of 
the first member relative to the second member along 
the first and second axes. ` v 

4l. In the system set forth in claim 39: 
the first and second members having magnetic char 

acteristics anti the t/iird means including first wind 
ings energizabie to produce a magnetic force between 
the first member and the first magnetic means for 
providing a movement of the second member relative 
to the first member along the first axis and the fourth 
means including second windings energizable to pro 
duce a magnetic force between the first member and 
the second magnetic means for providing a move-_ 
ment of the second member relative to the first mem 
ber along the second axis. 

42. In the system set forth in claim 39: 
the first means being constructed to inhibit rotation of 

the second mem ber relative to the first member about 
an axis substantially normal to the surface defined by 
the first and second axes. 

43. In the system set forth in claim 39: 
the first and secondr'members being planar and being 

disposed in contiguous relationship to each other. 
44. In a system for providing a controlled relative 

movement between two members along first and second 
coordinate axes, the combination of: 
a fii'st member, 
a second member disposed in displaced relationship to 

the JGrst member for movement relative to the first 
member independently along the first and second co 
ordinate axes, f 

first magnetic means mounted on the second member 
for interacting magnetically with the first member 
to produce an independent movement of the second 
member relative to the fìr'st member along the first 
axis, 

>second magnetic means mounted on the second member 
for interactingmagnetically with the first member to 
produce an independent movement of tlte~second 
member relative to the first member along the second 
axis simultaneously with the movement of the second 
member relative to the first member, and 

third means disposed on the second member and co 
operative with the first member for maintaining the 
second member in displaced but contiguous relation 
ship to the first member. 

45. In the s_vsten.' set forth in claim 44: 
the tltirri means constituting a hydrostatic air bearing. 
46. ln the system set forth in claim 44: 
the first magnetic means being constructed Io interact 

with the first member in inhibiting the rotation of 
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the second member relative to the first member about 
an axis substantially normal to the surface defined by 
the first and second axes. 

47. In the system set forth in claim 46: 
the first and second members being planar. 
48. In the system set forth in claim 21: 
the first magnetic means being constructed to prevent 

rotation of the second member relative to the first 
member about an axis substantially normal to a sur 
face defined by the first and second axes, 

49. In a system for providing a controlled relative 
movement between two members along a particular ax'is, 
the combination of: 
a first member, 
a second member spaced from the first member and 

movable relative to the first member along the par 
ticular axis and including first magnetic means dis 
posed on the second member for interacting mag 
netically with the first member to drive the second 
member relative to the first member along the par 
ticular axis and second magnetic means disposed on 
the second member and cooperative with the first 
magnetic means for interacting magnetically with thev 
first member to inhibit rotation of the second mem 
ber relative to the first member on any axis sub 
stantially normal to the surface of the first member, 
and  

second means far providing for a selective energizing a] 
the first and second magnetic means to. obtain a 
driving of the second member relative to the first 
member along the particular axis. 

50. In the system set forth ln claim 49, the ,?‘rst and 
second members being planar and being disposed in con~ 
tiguous relationship to each other and the particular axis 
being linear. » ' 

51. In the system set forth in claim 49, the first mag 
netic 'means being cooperative with the first member for 
providing for the determination of the position of the 
second member relative to the _first member along the 
particular axis’while driving the first member relative 
to the second member along the particular axis. 

52. In a system for providing a controlled relative 
movement between two members along a particular axis, 
the combination of: 

' a first member, 
a second member spaced from the first member and 
movable relative to the first umember along the par 
ticular axis and including first magnetic means dis 
posed on the second member for interacting mag 
netically with the #rst member to drive the second 
member relative to the first member along the par 
ticular axis and to simultaneously provide for a de 
termination of tlte position of the second member 
relative to the first member along the particular axíS, 

second means for _providing for a selective energizing 
of the first magnetic means to obtain a driving of the 
second relative to the first member along the par 
ticular axis, and 

third means disposed on the second member for pro 
vîding an air bearingr to maintain the second mem 
ber in displaced butïcontiguous relationship to the 

f first member. » 

53. In thesystem set forth in claim 52 the first magnetic 
means including atleast one winding for selectively ener 

. gízing the first magnetic means. ‘ 
54. In a system for providing a controlled relative indi 

cation of displacements between two members along first 
and second coordinate axes, the combination of: 
a first member, 
Va second member disposed relative to the first member 

for independent displacement between the first and 
second members along each of the first and second 
coordinate axes, 

first magnetic means operatively coupled to a par 
ticular one of the first and second members and 
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ctnfiprrative n‘iilz the other one of the first and second 
tnt/:titers for producing a magnetic interaction be 
lli-cen thc first magnetic means and the other mem 
l-rr to provide for an independent indication of a 
displacement between tlze first and second members 
along the first coordinate axis, and 

second magnetic means operatively coupled to the par 
ticular one of the _tîrst and second tncta‘tbers and co 
operative with the other one of the first and second 
members for producing a magnetic interaction be 
tween the second tnagneticmeans and the other mem~ 
t'vcr to provide for an independent indication of o dis~ 
placement between .the first and second members 
along the ‘second coordinan-.axis simultaneously with 
the displacement between first and second mem 
bers along the first coortiin. c axis. 

55. it.' the system set forth in claim 54: 
the other one of the ßrst and second members having 

magnetic properties and the ñrst and second mag- ~ 
netic >means being provided with magnetic properties « 
and being respectively provided with first and second 
windings for cooperating with the other one of the 
,first and second members to provide for an indica 
tion of displacement between the first and second 
members respectively along the first and second axis. 

56. in the system set fort/1 in claim 55: 
t/tr hrs! magnetic means having properties of becoming 

.wlrctivteiy tint/mimi ity tlm first winding and of prt» 
tiucintt magnet/t: lines of farce, when energized, for 
«loper/ning with the other one o/ the first ont! second 
members to provide for an indication of a tiisplace~ 
ment between the ßrst and second members'along 
the first coordinate axis and the second magnetic 
means having properties of becoming seleciivel y ener 
gized by the second winding and of producing mag 
netic lines of force, when energized, for cooperating 
with the other one of the first and second members 
to provide for an indication of a displacement be 
tween tite first and second members along the second 
coordinate axis. 

57. ln a system for providing a controlled relative in 
dication of displacement between two members along first 
and second coordinate axes, the combination of: 

a first member, ’ 
a second member disposed in contiguous relationship to 

the first member for independent displacement be 
tween the first and second members along each of 
the first and second coordinate axes, . 

a plnrality of first magnetic means provided in the 
first member at spaced positions along the first and 
second coordinate axes to define a magnetic grid, 

second magnetic means provided in tite second mem'~ 
ber at spaced positions along the first coordinate axis, 
said second magnetic means being selectively ert 
ergized and being disposed at particular positions 
relative to contiguous ones of the first magnetic 
means and cooperative with the first magnetic means, 
when selectively energized, for interacting magneti 
cally with the first means to provide for indications 
of displacements betwee‘ii'the first magnetic means 
and the second magnetic means along the first co 
ordinate axis, and 

third magnetic means provided in the second memberv 
at spaced positions along the second coordinate axis, 
said third magnetic means being selectively energized 
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l and being disposed at particular positions relative tc 
contiguous ones ofthe ,first magnetic means and co~ 
operative with the first magnetic means, when selec 
tively energized, for interacting with the jîrst mag 
netic means to provide for indications of dispiace 
tnents between the jïrst magnetic means and the 
second magnetic means along the second coordinate 
axis. 

58. In the system set forth in claim 5 7: 
th e first member defining a magnetic grid structure 
and each of the second magnetic means respectively 
having at least a pair of elements for interacting with 
the magnetic grid structure of the first member to 
provide for an indication of displacement of the first 
member relative to the seco/:ci member along the ñrst 
axis, the elements in the second magnetic means being 
displaced relative to each other and to tite magnetic 
grid structure of the ?rst member to provide for tite 
indication of displacement of the second member rela 
tive to the first member along the first axis, each of 
the third magnetic means respectively having at least 
a pair of elements for interacting with the magnetic 
grid structure of the first member to provide for an 
indication of displacement of the first member rela« 
tive to the second member along the second axis, the 
elements ln the third magnetic means being tit'sp/tnfrti 
rf'lt‘itlvc‘ to cach other and lo the magnet/i“ tti'it/ .vlrntw 
tnrr of the first member tn pnwiiic for thv int/imitan 
of tllsplttmnnenty ci the recanti mein/wt' relativ@ tn the 
first member along tint second tts-it. 

59.1n the system srt for/lt in cial/n 2o: 
tite first member having magnetic cimracteri'ttics and 

the second magnetic means including windings and 
having magnetic characteristics for interacting with 
the first member to provide for indications of 'dis 
placements- between the first and second members 
along the first axis when selectively energized and the 
third magnetic means including windings and having 
magnetic characteristics for interacting with the first 
member to provide for indications of displacement.. 
between the first and second members along the sec 
dnd ,axis when selectively energized and th‘e first 
member being planar. 
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